
Market Research Request Script
and Research Questions
Shared by Jay Fairbrother and modified by Rolande Sumner

Linkedin Messager Script

“I'm doing market research for {target audience} who might want to {what you help your
target audience with} in the next 6 months. If you've considered {what you help your target
audience with}, would you be willing to jump on a quick call so I can get your perspective?

No sales pitch, just gathering data for a program I'm launching.

Would you be willing to jump on a 10-15 minute call to answer a few questions?

Would appreciate any help... thanks.”

Optional: include calendar link after asking for 10-15 mins.
Optional Personalize opening: Hi ___, it looks like you do ___, wonder if you could help me.

Social Media Post

“Super excited! I’m planning to create an online course about {what you help your target
audience with} for {target audience}.

I’m looking for some people who are willing to do a quick 15 min market research phone call
with me.

I’m looking for:

• People who have {problem(s)} and want to achieve {result(s)}.
• People who work with people who have {problem(s)} like: {examples who you would like to
work with, ie. life coaches, consultants, etc.}

Please comment below or PM me if you know anyone who can potentially help.”

Questions

1. Regarding {the topic} what are the biggest challenges you are facing?

2. When it comes to {the topic} what are the biggest fears you are facing? What would
keep you up at night?

3. Regarding {the topic} what are the biggest frustrations you are facing? Where do you
think you'd get stuck?



4. What do you want to learn about {the topic}?

5. What would your dream outcome look like around {the topic}?

6. What would you like to see in a package that you feel supported enough that you can
get results?

7. What form of content do you prefer, video, audio, or text?

8. What social media platforms do you look for information on {what you are helping
your target audience with}?

9. What marketing media do you consume the most, email, podcasts, youtube videos,
webinars, or blogs?

10. How do you decide whether to speak to an expert on solving {what you are helping
your target audience with}?

11. What time would you be available to attend a program like this? Morning, Afternoon, or
Evening?

12. If I decided to offer this course, would you like to be one of the first beta students?

13. IF YES: Could we schedule a call in the next 2-3 weeks so I can get your feedback on
the details of the Beta program?

14. Thank you so much for participating, now, how can I help support you?


